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En l i gh ten ed Bl oom s: Sol ari zed Di p tych Fl oral
Ph otograp h s
By Brad Oliphant, Russell Hart

Glitterati Inc. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Enlightened Blooms: Solarized Diptych
Floral Photographs, Brad Oliphant, Russell Hart, In this exquisite collection of fine art photography,
Brad Oliphant presents a distinctive new body of work - pairs of flower images transformed
through the process of solarisation. Moving beyond the pastel palette of traditional flower
photography, Oliphant has imbued these blooms with exuberant colour, breathing new life into a
time-honoured subject matter. Side by side in stunning symmetry, these flowers are radiant - their
glowing silhouettes, silver hues, and spectacularly distorted colours reminiscent of expressionist
paintings. In an increasingly fast-paced world, the "Enlightened Blooms" encourage us to pause
and pay attention to the beauty that surrounds us. While paying homage to a subject matter rich
with symbolic and cultural significance, Oliphant makes us feel as if we are seeing flowers for the
very first time. In their transformed states, these flowers beg to be lingered over, their forms
contemplated, their very existence revered as a miraculous gift.
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is actually the best job by any publisher. It is writter in basic phrases instead of di icult to understand. You will like the way the author
publish this publication.
-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow
This book is so gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at anytime
of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you request me).
-- Pr of. O phelia Wieg a nd I
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